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Connecting to SWIFT can be expensive, complex, and  
time consuming. 

Entrust your SWIFT requirements to Eastnets for a cost-
effective, secure, and reliable solution. 

For many financial institutions, maintaining in-house SWIFT infrastructure, 
expertise, and operational support is cost- and resource-prohibitive. Yet, 
today’s banks need SWIFT access to ensure secure connectivity with 
other banks around the world and to manage the complexities of multiple 
international payment types and formats. 

Eastnets cloud-based SWIFT Hosting gives you the option of outsourcing 
SWIFT infrastructure, SWIFT connectivity, or both, allowing you to take full 
advantage of SWIFT services with less internal burden. As a fully accredited 
SWIFT service bureau, Eastnets SWIFT Hosting is the choice of hundreds of 
institutions looking to simplify and future-proof SWIFT implementation. 

Stay Focused on 
Your Core Business 
Competencies 
and Leave SWIFT 
Infrastructure and 
Connectivity to 
Experts You Can Trust 

• Quickly, securely, and 
cost-effectively connect 
to SWIFT and more than 
10,000 institutions 
worldwide  

• Benefit from the 
experience and 
infrastructure of one of 
the world’s largest SWIFT 
service bureaus 

• Free up internal 
resources and offload 
the costs, risks, and 
liabilities of maintaining 
and managing SWIFT 
infrastructure and 
connectivity 

• Increase payment 
messaging security 

• Enjoy a rapid 
implementation cycle, 
reliable, flexible service, 
and around the clock 
support 

• Enhance your 
operational efficiencies 
and reduce your total 
cost of ownership

Why Choose Eastnets

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

Eastnets SWIFT Hosting Shared. Outsource your SWIFT 
messaging interface and connectivity through Eastnets 
Shared Alliance Access Service (SaaS) infrastructure.

Eastnets SWIFT Hosting Dedicated. Outsource your SWIFT 
connectivity and SWIFT messaging interface infrastructure 
with your own dedicated server. This private hosting 
solution includes monitoring, support, maintenance, 
system health checks, services, and upgrades. 

Eastnets SWIFT Hosting Gateway. Maintain your on-premise 
SWIFT Messaging Interface while outsourcing SWIFT 
connectivity products such as Alliance Gateway, SWIFTNet 
Link, and Hardware Security Modules (HSMs). Reduce IT 
operations complexity and minimize your investment. 

Eastnets SWIFT Hosting Disaster Recovery. Increase 
resiliency and minimize recovery time with SWIFT 
connectivity backup services. 

Eastnets SWIFT Hosting 

Outsource SWIFT 
Infrastructure and 
Connectivity for Easy, 
Secure Access



Access the full range of essential SWIFT services via the 
cloud. Eastnets’ flexible, secure hosting solution gives 
you full access to SWIFT infrastructure. 

Tap into Eastnets financial crime compliance and 
transaction solutions as a service. With cloud access 
to these SWIFT certified value-added services, you get 
a one-stop shop for a comprehensive solution without 
the need for any additional software.  

Choose the hosting solution that meets your needs. With 
multiple options including shared and dedicated servers 
and the ability to outsource connectivity or recovery 
only, Eastnets SWIFT Hosting has a solution that’s right 
for your institution. 

Hand off management and monitoring to the experts. 
Eastnets SWIFT Hosting offers a fully managed service. 
Our SWIFT experts can manage and monitor hosted 
messaging and communication interfaces during system 
checks and upgrades. 

Enjoy unparalleled security. Reliable service, security best 
practices, and around the clock monitoring make Eastnets 
SWIFT Hosting a solution you can completely trust.

How It Works

Eastnets SWIFT Hosting lets you quickly, 
securely, and cost-effectively connect 
to SWIFT. 
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SWIFT Care. Enjoy technical and 
diagnostic support for your 
on-premise SWIFT infrastructure 
including implementation and 
installation of all patches and 
new releases. Your dedicated 
Eastnets team of SWIFT experts 
works to prevent problems and 
mitigate your risk, offering remote 
assistance or on-site consultation 
to meet your needs.

SWIFT CSP. Whether you host on-
premise or outsource your SWIFT 
infrastructure and/or connectivity 
to Eastnets, our SWIFT experts 
can help you comply with existing 
and emerging SWIFT mandates. We 
conduct an independent on-site 
assessment of SWIFT infrastructure 
and supporting systems and 
quickly identify and help correct 
any gaps in your existing controls.

Additional SWIFT Services 
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Constant Protection  
for Your Most Valuable Assets 

CTF & AML 

Customer Due Diligence

Payments Hub

Hosting

Cyber Security

Anti-Fraud

Intelligence Hub

Services

Optimization

Trade Compliance

Operational Safeguards

Eastnets SafeWatch Screening

Eastnets SafeWatch AML

Eastnets SafeWatch KYC

Eastnets PaymentGuard

Eastnets SafeTrade

Eastnets PaymentSafe

Eastnets Messaging Warehouse

Eastnets Messaging Recovery

Eastnets Messaging Duplicate Detection

Eastnets SWIFT Hosting

SWIFT Care

SWIFT CSP

Cyber Security Risk Advisory Services

Cyber Security Implementations

Cyber Security Investigations

False Positive Reduction

Crime and  
Compliance

Transactions

SWIFT

Services

Gateway Financial Institutions Needs Eastnets Solutions

About Eastnets

Eastnets ensures peace of mind by securing a safer future for everyone. A global 
provider of compliance and payment solutions for the financial services sector, 
our experience and expertise help ensure trust at 750 financial institutions across 
the world, including 11 of the top 50 banks. For more than 35 years, we’ve worked 
to keep the world safe and secure from financial crime. We do it by helping our 
partners manage risk through Sanction Screening, Transactions Monitoring, 
analysis, and reporting, plus state-of-the-art consultancy and customer support.

Contact us today to 
schedule a meeting,  
book a demo, or learn 
more about our solutions:

info@eastnets.com
www.eastnets.com


